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Civil rights activist speaks
’Liberating’
Africans
world wide
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Fullerton wants Reed
back in A.S. budget
by Brian Boyd
In a meeting that started an
hour late, A.S. President Nancy
McFadden told the council that
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said
she wants Reed Magazine back in
the A.S. budget.
McFadden said that Fullerton
made the statement during an
"informal discussion."
"She is not in favor of cutting off
The Reed’ without giving them an
alternative," McFadden said.
The council had originally cut
the literary magazine, which is put
out by the English Department,
because it felt the publication should
be funded through the Instructionally Related Activities
(IRA) fee.
While IRA guidelines do state
that the funds can be used for
"publication programs, including a
periodic newspaper and other
laboratory experience basic to
journalism and literary training,"
they go on to say that publications
for entertainment should not be
included.
McFadden emphasized that
Fullerton did not say she would not
sign the budget, but she has that
right to if she feels the budget is not
in the "best interest of the university."
If Fullerton does refuse to sign
the budget, a committee of A.S.
council members and university
administrators would be formed to
work out the differences.
"She and Dr. ( Academic Vice
President Hobert
Burns both
agreed that there are some
problems with the management and
promotion," McFadden said, "but
their point is if we say that we aren’t
funding it next year, do they go
ahead and start the wheels turning
and try to go ahead with the

by Scott Hinrichs
"Or - ga - ni - is - tion!" exclaimed Kwame Toure, formerly
Stokley Carmichael, black civil
rights activist of the ’60s and ’70s, as
he spoke to about 300 persons
gathered in the Student Union
Ballroom Wednesday.
The African masses the world
over are disorganized and our
people must be organized," Toure
said. You learn organization by
getting into it."
Toure was speaking as a
representative to the All African
Peoples’ Party, an organization
dedicated to "liberating" peoples of
African descent worldwide. The
party promotes "scientific
socialism" and its source of African
nationalistic philosophy.
"Until Africa is free, none of us
will be free," Toure said.
Capitalism is an "unjust system
and it must be destroyed," exclaimed Toure. It is the "enemy of
the people."
According to Toure, "The quality
of life in our community is worse
today than in the ’60s" ... regardless
by David Flemare
of the number of blacks in the
Civil rights activist Kwame Toure , formerly Stokley Carmichael.
system, he added.
The only way the people will be
Saying King was murdered over
black youth, Indian youth and white
free, Toure said, is to "join an
an economic issue, Toure added
youth to fight overseas.
organization working for the masses
"the FBI killed King."
Capitalists confuse history and
of the people.
use it to keep blacks down in this
Capitalism can only be defeated
"Africans in America should not
said,
claiming
that
country, Toure
through revolution, he said, and, in
vote unless organized. Until then, it
the capitalist system killed Martin
the words of Malcolm X, "Have you
will be a vote for the Democratic
Luther King, Jr. because "he was an
ever heard of a non-violent
Party the enemies of the people,"
honest man."
revolution?"
Toure said, adding that multi"King taught us how to confront
Toure was given a standing
national corporations own the
the enemy without fear," Toure
ovation at the end of his speech,
political system in this country.
said, and although King advocated
which was sponsored by the Black
"I’ve never voted in this country
non-violence, he followed the
revolutionary line because he was
and I never will until the people are
Student Union and the Associated
Students.
organized," Toure said.
honest.
Education is the key to
organization, Toure said African
people the world over must study
their history and become educated
so they know what to do when the
time for revolution comes.
and people are making a lot of money. My friend won
Capitalism promotes ignorance by Brian Wirth
"If there is any narcotics officer or police officer in $80,000 one night, and he gave me some of it just for atand teaches its followers to be
this room, please tell us now and we will all quit and go tending the meeting for him," Harold added.
"arrogant in their ignorance."
"There’s no way the cops can stop it," he said. "Even
"You have to be constantly home."
if a cop saw the transaction, he couldn’t do anything. In
That phrase is a familiar one to those who attend
fighting this system. It is trying to
court it could be technically argued as a gift. There are no
confuse the hell out of you," Toure pyramid ( or "endless chain" money scheme) meetings.
receipts and no phone calls involved. They have no proof."
It can be presumed that most people by now have
said. "Students should strive to
The schemes are called pyramids because they are
learn everything about everything," heard of the pyramid scheme which needs other parorganized
and structured in a pyramid form. There are
to see through the "lies" of ticipants to perpetuate itself and continue paying off.
many
different types of pyramids, but the basic form has
There
have
been
many
stories
lately
of
people
who
capitalism.
"When Africans come to find out have been "hitting it big" in these continuing money 32 entrance spots at the bottom, progressing upward to 16
about Africa, they’ll be so proud of it schemes. It has been rumored that people from virtually spots, eight, four, two and then one with one man above
they’ll be writing it on their every socio-economic stratum are involved or are getting him who organizes the proceedings. Hence the term
"pyramid."
foreheads!" Toure said to a round of involved in pyramids.
People representing the poor, middle class and highly
applause.
To make money in a pyramid, each individual would
The system uses the "pimps of affluent are known to be involved in these schemes. have to bring in two people who would enter the same
journalism in America" to confuse Pyramid participation is also open to all races.
amount of money each, in order to move one person up a
Pyramids also have no prejudice toward varying spot in the pyramid.
the people about the Middle East,
Toure continued. The media is full of types of occupations, such as doctors, lawyers, college
In reality, if everyone who participated in a pyramid
students, supermarket checkers and managers. It is
"dishonest pigs," he added.
In Vietnam "some actually went strongly rumored among participants that even law en- brought in two more people, the chain would never end
there believing that they were forcement officials are "making a bundle" in the pyramid and everyone would get "paid off."
scheme.
Are pyramids illegal? According to Santa Clara
Fighting for freedom," he said.
"I think it’s great," said "Harold," in response to County District Attorney James Chang, they are.
According to Toure, the United
-continued on back page
States is again filling its Army with participation in the pyramids. "It’s not hurting anybody

Pyramid fad involves risk

magazine? Do they drop it? If we
funded them this year, they would
have a year to work on alternate
funding."
"If President Fullerton thinks it
is that valuable of a magazine, she
should help initiate funding through
the university," Councilmember
Dawn Cerne said.
Councilmember Carol Bland
said she felt the council should fund
the publication if the university
cannot.
"It’s hard to deal with principle
and, then again, deal with reality,"
Bland said. "I would like to see The
Reed continue. I don’t want to see it
die.
"If there’s no way the university
can do it, I would like to see us fund
it as opposed to The Reed folding
McFadden will take the council’s comments back to Fullerton.
The council also unanimously
approved two students, Carol B.
Sampson, a pre-law student, and
Gordon Cook, an electrical
engineering major, for appointment
to the A.S. Judiciary.
A.S. Attorney General Michael
Medina said he will be contacting
the two immediately to set up a
hearing for the grievances filed
concerning the A.S. elections.
Last month, separate complaints were filed challenging the
validity of both the special election
in March to ratify the new A.S.
constitution and the general A.S.
elections in April.
Wednesday’s meeting started an
hour late because there were not

enough councilrnembers present for
a quorum.
"This is inexcusable," said an
angry McFadden, after waiting
more than 45 minutes for a quorum
to arrive.
"They’re irresponsible," she
said. "The A.S. does what it does
because of three or four people.
They think that if they sit here and
pass resolutions that they’re
working for the students. That’s
bullshit.
"I asked them to write letters
opposing tuition to be mailed to
legislators. I should have gotten 20
letters. I got four. I know this is a
tough time of the year but they
didn’t even have to type those letters. They just had to draw them up.
They expect to be spoonfed and
babysat."
A.S. President-elect and Attorney Generel Michael Medina
termed the turnout "pretty shitty."
Councilmember Mark Meador
called the turnout an "indication of
the commitment of the council.
"Some feel that they are onmime from responsibility," he said.
The meeting was held with 12
members present, the minimum for
a two-thirds vote. Members absent
were Rebecca Graveline, Ken
Schott, Chris Gustafson, Steve
Spears and Tanis Campbell.
Next Wednesday will be the last
council meeting of the semester. The
meeting will take place at 7 p.m. in
the council chambers, when council
will welcome the new board of
directors, which will take over next
September.

Prop. 9 debated
by political figures
by Kevin Folan
Local politcal figures and
concerned citizens debated the
merits of Proposition 9, also known
as Jarvis II, in a forum Wednesday
sponsored by Delta Tau Kappa, a
social science honor society.
San Jose Vice Mayor Jerry
Estruth, City Councilman Tom
McEnery, San Jose Library employee Homer Fletcher and Dave
McKell of the "For Proposition 9
Committee," spoke on the controversial measure.
Jarvis II will do three things,
according to McKell:
Create permanent indexing of
income tax rates so inflation won’t
push people into higher income
brackets.
Abandon the business inventory
tax as a source of tax revenue for the
state.
Institute new, permanent income tax "brackets," in order to
keep legislators within limits and
out of "mischief."

The reduction of personal income taxes will have the "positive
effects of money going back into the
economy," McKell said. The
passage of Prop. 9 "will have a
definite net benefit," he added.
There will be "some chance of
tuition" if Prop. 9 passes, McKell
said.
Fletcher said if Prop. 9 passes,
"The greatest share of money would
be saved by people in the higher
income tax brackets.
"Thirty percent of the savings
(Of Prop. 9 ) will go to 3 percent of the
people," Fletcher argued.
Countering McKell’s statement
that Proposition 13 didn’t have an
effect on services, Fletcher said
library hours had been reduced, as
one example. There were increased
fees for services following Prop. 13,
because it allowed for cost recovery
by local governments for lost
revenue, Fletcher said.

feature
Days of triumph, tragedy at SJSU during WW II recalled
y Ellen Goodwin
It was a time of big bands and
itterbugging, of radio programs
Ike The Lone Ranger, a time of
lackouts, shortages, uniforms and
whirlwind romances, a time of
veekly rendezvous in local theaters
vith idols like Jimmy Stewart,
yrone Power and Betty Grable, a
ime of fear, triumph, loss and
ragedy, a time of national unity a
ime of war.
I,ike the rest of the country. San
ose State College was irrevocably
hanged by World War II, a war that
ut nearly half of the school’s 4,000
tudents and a large number of its
acuity members into uniform,
long with 15 million other
unericans
For the students and faculty of
JS, the war began in a very peronal way. By a twist of fate, the
chool football team was in Hawaii
or a game on Dec. 7, 1941, the day of
he devastating Japanese attack on
’earl Harbor.
"The football team gave us a
onnection with Pearl Harbor," said
lumanities Department Chairman
arrison McCreath, who was a
tudent here then.
"We were terribly worried and
ncerned," he said. "News didn’t
me out for days."
Finally, though, word reached
e small campus. The team
embers were safe and had been
ssigned to temporary police duty in

downtown Honolulu, where martial
law had been declared in the chaotic
aftermath of the attack.
At home, the country was
stunned. "We felt as though our
whole world had changed overnight," McCreath said.
Within a few days, the United
States declared war on Japan,
Germany and Italy.
Within a few weeks, the quiet,
sleepy streets of San Jose rumbled
to life with military jeeps and
trucks; local parks filled with tents
and soldiers were housed in every
available building, including the
Men’s Gym.
"There were jeeps all over the
place, guys bivouaced in the gym
and anti-aircraft guns on the roof of
the main buildings," said Emeritus
Prof. Dwight Bentel, head of the
Journalism Department at that
time.
The soldiers left "within two or
three weeks to join the fighting
forces," Bentel said.
"We were all eager to go,"
commented golf coach Jerry V room,
who was a student here before he
joined the Navy. "The shores of our
country had been attacked."
"You can’t imagine the feeling
toward Japan," said Natural
Science Prof. Donald Balcom, an
SJS student then.
The day after the attack on
Pearl Harbor, Balcom, then 17 years
old, tried to enlist in the military, but

was turned away due to his poor
eyesight.
Although feelings were running
high in those first days and weeks
after the attack, the college urged
students to remain in school until
they were called for military duty.
After Pearl Harbor, rumors ran
up and down the state that the
Japanese would attack the West
Coast next.
"Our defenses were entirely
wiped out," Bentel said. "If they
( the Japanese) had had it in their
minds to attack, they could have
done it."
"All you thought about was
survival," said Lois Brainard,
assocciate professor of education,
who was an SJS student then. "We
were on the West Coast and there
was always this terrible fear of
being bombed by the Japanese."
A strict blackout fell over San
Jose for several weeks. Planes flew
overhead and block wardens
patrolled the streets to make sure no
light penetrated the darkness.
Fearing an attack, SJS rolled
into action. The strongest buildings
on campus were designated as air
raid shelters, the quickest routes to
these buildings were determined,
maps were posted everywhere and
air raid drills were conducted.
The college health service
hurriedly trained first aid and
stretcher squads; biology students
determined their own blood types in

case quick donations were needed in
the future; police school students
wore their uniforms to class and
kept the school posted as to their
location 24 hours a day.
A class called "Mass Cooking"
was started to teach students how to
prepare soups, stews and coffee for
large groups of people over open
fires using tin cans, buckets or
anything available.
This was only the beginning of
the changes the war would bring. In
February of 1942, President
Roosevelt ordered all persons of
Japanese ancestry who were living
on the West Coast to be moved to
internment camps.
San Jose State had 133 such
students, all but two of whom were
American citizens.
"We were doing a lot of crazy
things," Bentel said. "And one of
those crazy things was to round up
all these perfectly decent Japanese
and put them in camps."
Physical Education classes
were cancelled for a week while
government officials used the Men’s
Gym as a pre-departure gathering
point for the many Japanese
families in the San Jose area.
"We tried to keep them here,"
said Isanei Bradley, then a student
and now an SJSU librarian. "They
were Americans. We held rallies and
signed petitions to send to the
government" to allow the Japanese
-continued on page 3
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SJS student contributes to World War II effort.
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Grades: An unnecessary pressure
by Ron Regalia
sum artier
Grades. Just thinking of them is
enough to make the average student
quiver with anxiety Working to
keep them up is a physical strain
which some find hard, or even
impossible to cope with.
Students lie, cheat and steal for
them. Friendships have been
shattered, college careers ended and
budding dreams crushed because of
them. Many students have traded
their bodies and self-pride for them.
Some, completely unable to
stand the pressure, have gone insane
and even cast away their lives after
getting a sub-par mark. Law and
medical students, particularly, live
in a world in which high grades are
the sole purpose for existence.
Is a letter printed on a piece of
paper really worth it? The contradiction is that grades are important, but not as important as the
system leads us to belive.
Apparently, many students have
chosen to avoid the upper-level
struggle. The typical student is a low
achiever. Most of us slide through
college with average academic
performance and rarely put out the
extra effort required to get an "A"
or "B."
A few of these students are
apparently content with a "C" or

lower average. Why, in a system
which places an unreasonable
emphasis on the grade, do so few
students achieve academic excellence?
An important consideration is
external circumstances. Many
students must work to finance their
educations and simply don’t have
the time required for high grades.
Others are overwhelmed with
personal problems, or become involved in a time-consuming
relationship.
The "C," because it is labeled
"average," tends to involve the least
pressure. A student at this level is
not considered weak or deficient,
and the grade requires a minimal
amount of effort.
The "C" student will graduate
just as easily as somebody with
higher marks. The problem comes
after school, because any employer,
in the long run, will probably choose
the upper-level student. Thus, the
"C" student, despite his "comfortable" middle position, will likely
feel some pressure to improve.
Obviously, a student who drops
below this mid range will have great
difficulty surviving in school. This
student is confronted with problems
such as probation, loss of academic
credit and possible expulsion.
More importantly, this level

involves a great deal of emotional
stress. Few, if any, employers or
graduate schools will even consider
students in this range. Because of
"below average" status in a gradebased system, the student will likely
feel inferior and stupid, regardless
of the circumstances surrounding
the performance.
Students in the "A" and "B"
range are faced with a different kind
of pressure, that of maintaining a
high level of achievement.

as strong as that experienced by the
or "F" student.
Top-level students may become
so driven by the grade that they lose
focus of why they are achieving it.
The letter, and not the job or acceptance to a prestigious graduate
school which it entails, becomes the
end. High grades open some doors,
but often dull a student’s reasoning.
Students, because of this
pressure for grades, often forget
that experience is at least as im-

’Some students have cast away their
lives after getting a sub -par mark.’

If the high achiever has been so
for any period of time, he has
established himself as such in the
eyes of peers and friends. Any slip
into "mediocrity" thus produces a
feeling of not living up to personal
potential. The result is a selfinflicted pressure to keep those
marks up.
The "A" student often becomes
obsessed with remaining at the top.
A drop of even one level will likely
elicit feelings of failure and
frustration. This pressure is at least

portant in many fields. The world is
becoming extremely complex and
outdistancing the ability of schools
to prepare students to cope with it.
The college education is a
tremendous
experience,
but
students should not focus all their
efforts toward excelling in class
work. Learning and grades do not
necessarily go hand in hand.
This, essentially, is the heart of
the contradiction. Obviously, a
graduate school has little choice but
to measure a student by his grades.

Experience is a less-objective-andmore-difficult-to-measure criterion
and has little relevance to advanced
course work.
A student who enters the job
market, however, will find real life
very different from the college
classroom. Though some employers
will hire people strictly on the basis
of grades, most will consider
practical experience above all else.
Most won’t hire somebody who will
have to be led around by the hand.
A student with only a high grade
point average in his favor will
probably be brushed off in the job
market. On the other hand, a large
amount of experience and a "D"
average aren’t a recommended
combination either.
The struggle for high grades
leaves little time for practical experience. Experience takes time and
most students who choose to acquire
it will either have to sacrifice grades
or plan on an extended college
career.
More departments are requiring
or making pass-fail internships
available to their students. These
programs provide practical experience and academic credit
simultaneously,
without
the
pressure of grades.

This development is a definite
improvement over the monastic
cloisters and philosophic lectures
where education started hundreds of
years ago. At that time, high
achievement was the sole measure
of academic excellence.
Schools, however, should be
careful in attempts to encourage
outside experience. Classroom
education is important to a person’s
self-development and background.
Though a broad education is not
directly important in most careers,
it is a valuable asset in other areas
of life.
The ideal compromise would be
a system in which grades are
secondary to a broad educational
and vocational background. The
pass/fail system at many schools,
including the University of
California at Santa Cruz, is a step in
this direction.
The reduced emotional and
physical pressure would actually
encourage more effective learning.
What good are grades if they force
many students to give up on school?
Grades are still the No. 1
priority in our educational system
and probably will be for some time
to come. With finals approaching,
many students are probably wishing
that they weren’t.

The Student Union: SJSU’s ’country club’
by Brian Wirth
Writer
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The Student Union is a good
place for students to congregate and
socialize and have a hell of a lot of
fun.
Former SJSU President John
Bunzel once said the Student Union
is "a country club for students." In
essence, he was right. For students,
the Student Union is like home away
from home.
There are plenty of things for
students to do at the Student Union,
but first, before one wanders over
there, one must absolutely stop at
the Spartan Pub and have a couple
of beers. Who knows, maybe three or
four beers will be appropriate,
depending upon one’s ability to put
away the precious liquid.
After attending the Spartan
Pub, you can finally reach the
Student Union and get down to
ausiness.
In order to keep the alcohol in
your stomach company, it is
necessary for you to eat something,
namely food. In the Student Union
cafeteria, you can get anything from
dried-out hamburgers to thinlysliced pieces of roast beef slapped in
between two pieces of bread.
Mmnun good.
After choking your food down,
you can take a journey into the heart
of the Student Union. Here is where
the fun begins.
Strolling through the interior of
the Student Union, you may not be
surprised to hear some Persian
jibberish coming from some display
table located in a remote corner.
While walking by the table you
will notice a portrait (or perhaps a
of the Ayatollah
dartboard
Khomaniac.

letters
Prudence
Editor:
For reasons I do not fully understand, someone has placed in
front of the Business Tower what
appears to be a repainted rudder
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from a World War II Liberty Ship.
Great prudence was shown by those
responsible for this in not consulting
those of us who have to look at it two
or three times daily on our way to
and from classes. If we had been
asked for our opinion concerning
either the nature of the object or the
place where it would be displayed, I
suspect the responses would have
been unsatisfactory to the persons
responsible.
It is unfortunate that a tree had
to be removed to make room for our
new Blue Rudder. Trees invite birds,
who sometimes nest and sing, and
trees help create oxygen. If the Blue
Rudder invites birds, they will
probably neither nest nor sing, but
will do to it what the rest of us are
unable to do with decorum but,
perhaps, would like to.
Frederic A. Weed
Political Science, professor

Paradoxical
Editor:
A comment in passing on your
editorial cartoon on page 2, May 8.
You should note that, generally,
water and transit are government
operated agencies, while telephone
and power are government controlled through public service
commissions.
It seems paradoxical to blame
"monopolistic powers" for rate
increases, while condoning the government’s rcle in them.

Incidentally, you forgot the
biggest offender of them all, the U.S.
Postal Service.
Chris Venturi
Business Administration,
senior

No draft
Editor:
Pete McCloskey’s "National
Service" bill, or any draft, is involuntary servitude and therefore
unconstitutional. No war, "energy
crisis" or other need can justify
slavery. Talk of "needing a draft to
defend freedom" is silly, because if
you have a draft or "national service," you don’t have freedom.
If we had a real need for soldiers

( i.e., the United States were invaded
or bombed), there would be no
shortage of enlistees; in fact, we
have plenty of troops right now to
defend this country, if we’ll just
bring them home and quit bullying
other countries. This would also
improve our image abroad at least
100 percent. Are you listening,
President Carter?)
The only reason we don’t still
have the draft ( according to David
Harris is that, by the time it was
suspended in 1974, the S.S.S. had to
issue three induction orders to get
one draftee in uniform. Resistance
killed the draft, and we hope that
resistance now will keep it dead. Do
not register. Help prevent World
War III.
John D. Anderson
Engineering/Computer Science,
junior

Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff loss follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted at the
Daily office (JC 208) between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail to
the Forum Page, c/o the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, 125
S. Seventh St., San Jose, CA 95192.
must include the
All letters

writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name; major and
class standing will be printed
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment as appeared.
Forum
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.

After you become bored with
that, and you want some real action,
you can go downstairs and watch
your local pool shark at work at one
of the Student Union’s luxurious
championship pool tables.
If you want to actively participate in a fast-moving activity,
and can find some poor sucker
whose ping pang skills are infinitely
inferior to yours, you can play a
satisfying game of ping pang.
After disposing of your opponent, you can experience the thrill
of a very difficult sport bowling.
Yes, the Student Union even has its
own bowling alley, with cocktails, of
course.
While bowling, you may feel you
are really doing well until] some hotshot holding a 210 average grabs a
lane next to you. After marveling at
his ability to get those stimulating
strikes, you become aware of your
own prowess and emotionally crawl
into your secure hole.
When slinking away from the
bowling lanes, you notice what’s
called "pinball fever." With observing eyes, you can view the eyes
of pinball enthusiasts light up as

they pump in quarter after quarter
of now devalued U.S. currency.
You decide to join in on the fun.
Losing gets tiresome, though,
and you rarely win consistently on
those crazy games, so you feel it is
wise to get out before you use up
your last quarter.
You may decide to relax and
thus obtain a yearning to watch
television ( or foolavision as it is
popularly known these days).
But upon entering the crowded
area where the TV is located, you
become severely disappointed that
you just missed the "Happy Days"
episode where Fonzie misplaced his
40-weight quart of hair oil.
Finally, to lop off your
exhilarating day at the Student
Union, you step outside into the
fresh, smoggy air and listen
curiously to some worn-out
"capitalist pig" rhetoric coming
from some equally worn-out communist youth group whose name you
keep purposely forgetting.
Ah, such is a day at the
"students’ country club."

What do you think?
Question: Would you join a pyramid?
(asked Wednesday at the Student Union)
No. I think the chances of losing are a lot
greater than winning. It’s also against the law.
The chief of police in Campbell told me the
state’s attorney general is cracking down on the
business. I’d like to make about $10,000, but I
don’t want to get busted doing it.
Donna Ellis
Administration of Justice,
Graduate student
Yes. If I had the money to spare, I would
have gotten into it earlier. It’s getting too risky
now. The publicity was good a couple of weeks
ago, but it’s been getting pretty bad lately. I
know people who have won, but I don’t think it’s
a sure thing anymore.
Ken Beissner
Meteorology, junior

Yes, if I had the money, I would. I only get
$20-a-week allowance. My brothers are in it.
They went in with $1,000 and have gotten their
money back. I know people in the dorms who
have made money. A police officer told my class
that he would like to get into it, too.
Renee Moss
Pre Med. sophomore

I’d shoot my mother if she joined it. You
can’t win. Somebody will win, of course, but for
every one that does, there are those who lose.
You can’t go around fooling yourself forever. I
don’t know if it’s illegal. If someone is stupid
enough to do it, it’s their problem.
Tim Bolger
Music, senior

No. I think it’s too expensive for one thing.
There has to be at least 16 losers for every
winner. With my luck, I would be one of the
losers. I wouldn’t gamble with my money. If I
had a lot of extra money, I might get in on it, but
right now I wouldn’t waste my money.
Lucinda French
Social Science, junior
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By late 1943, there were six San Jose State women to every one man. Left, students cook hotdogs during the Senior Sneak.
-continued from page 1
to stay.
The internment orders, however, were not changed.
On their scheduled day of departure, Bradley said,
Japanese girls stood on the sidewalks near the gym and
cried.
At the train station, Balcom watched many friends
and classmates depart with their homilies.
Though many students opposed the forced internment, others thought it necessary. In a poll conducted
by the Spartan Daily in May of 1943, students were asked
if Japanese of American birth should be released from
internment camps for summer agricultural work.
Responses ranged from "Certainly. It would help the
war effort to have them back on the farms, though they
would have to be watched," to No. You can’t tell by
looking at a Japanese whether he’s a true American or
not. Why take chances?"
By late 1943, because of both military demands and
the urgent call for defense plant and shipyard workers,
enrollment had dwindled from a pre-war high of about
4,000 to a mere 1,500 students, with six women to every
man.
"In those days, the women invited men to dances,"
Vroom said with a smile. "They didn’t sit around and
wait. There were so few men, they were eager to get
them."
One of the final blows to the male population at SJS
came in April of 1993 when 95 Army reservists were called
away at one time.
"That was just about the bulk of the men we had left,"
said Mary Lou Montgomery, who recently retired after 40
years at SJSU, first as a student and then an employee.
"We weren’t happy about it at all," Montgomery
continued.
Happy or unhappy, the men gathered at Morris
Dailey Auditorium with friends and family one Friday
afternoon for a farewell variety show, send-off speeches
and final goodbyes.
College President T.W. MacQuarrie, a veteran of
WWI and, according to McCreath, a very "pro-military"
man, told the young men gathered there that day, "This is
to be a great experience for you. I don’t feel badly about
this at all. This war is the biggest thing that has happened
and you’ll be a part of it."

Perhaps not all those young men envisioned the
coming months as quite the "great experience" that
MacQuarrie saw.
In the final entry in his regular column, Spartan Daily
reporter Boyd Haight, one of the 95 that left that afternoon, wrote, "No man can say that this bloody mess is
not worth the effort to perpetuate the principles of
democracy, but every man should say and demand that
this time the victory over the forcc: of tyranny and
aggression be made to stick."
With flags waving and the school band playing, the
reservists, wearing the one suit of civilian clothes
allowed, formed ranks and marched off four abreast down
San Carlos Street to the train station.
Some of those who marched to war during those years
never came back.
Perhaps this thought lingered in the minds of those
who watched the reservists leave that Friday afternoon.
An editorial that appeared a few days later in the Spartan
Daily said, "That bright and crackling gaiety tha.. we
donned much as we would a coat when we ’kissed the boys
goodbye’ didn’t last long."
In order to assist those doing the fighting, the homefront war effort was born.
From the very beginning, "People threw themselves
into it 100 percent," Brainard said.
"Girls suddenly began to put on everything they could
for service men," she said. "We really felt this was part of
the war effort."
Female students served soldiers coffee and doughnuts
at the local U.S.O. and held countless dances for them.
SJS women sometimes boarded special buses and
rode out to Moffett Field for dances with Navy pilot
trainees who were "going to go straight out to combat,"
Brainard said.
"It gave you a terrible feeling," she said, "to know
these kids you were dancing with were probably going to
be killed."
Women faculty and students were encouraged to
spend time in the Red Cross Room in the Home
Economics Building, sewing and knitting for war victims
all over the world.
As though positive thinking could win the war, the
word "victory" appeared everywhere.
Occupational therapy students grew a "victory

garden" where the Spartan Memorial 110W stands;
students sent their overseas friends and relatives "victory
mail," which used very thin sheets of paper and envelopes; the girls who worked at the U.S.O. were "victory
girls;" and local canneries even had a "victory shift,"
which allowed students and others wilo were busy during
the day to work a few hours in the evening.
The Industrial Arts Department operated 24 hours a
day in order to train both students and community
members for defense plant work. Many technical classes
were opened to women for the first time.
During most of the war, two huge service flags hung
in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Nearly every former SJS

Technical classes allowed
women for the first time
student serving in the military was represented by a blue
star. If the person were killed, the blue star was replaced
with a gold.
The SJS familiar to these war-time students is
unknown to the students of today.
"Everybody knew everybody, and everybody knew
the faculty," Montgomery recalled.
"There was a real comaraderie among the people,"
Brainard said.
President MacQuarrie believed "social life should be
just as important as academic activities," Brainard
continued.
Students participated in things like "Howdy Week,"
during which everyone was supposed to be friendly and
get to know everyone else, a never-ending round of dances
including the Junior Prom and Senior Ball and a long-gone
activity called Senior Sneak.
Class rivalry between the juniors and seniors reached
speak each spring shortly before the Senior Sneak.
The object of this activity was for the seniors to plan
and carry out an overnight excursion to the beach or
mountains without the juniors finding out and following.
Insults were sent back and forth for weeks between
the two classes via the Spartan Daily and junior spies

risked forced haircuts in order to listen in on senior
planning meetings.
Since the juniors could never be sure when the seniors
would depart, many of those living in outlying areas
moved into town when the expected day drew near. When
the seniors finally departed, regardless of the hour,
juniors all over town were alerted and jumped into cars to
follow.
Sometimes it turned out to be a false alarm or a wild
goose chase set up intentionally by the seniors. In the end,
though, both classes usually wound up at the same place
for a gala overnight party.
The biggest social event of the year, however. was
Spardi Gras. Students and faculty dressed up in costumes
and took part in a day of fun that began with a 6 a.m.
breakfast dance, continued through an afternoon of
carnival-style activities and a dinner-time "bean feed"
and concluded with a dance in the Men’s Gym.
Every year students also wrote, produced and performed a musical variety show called "Spartan
Revelries."
At that time, most students either lived at home or in
one of the well-kept boarding or student-cooperative
houses that surrounded the campus for blocks on all sides.
Room and board could be obtained for approximately $18
to $30 a month.
Women students were required to live in housing
approved by the dean of women, where strict rules including a midnight curfew were enforced.
But this world, like the war itself, was destined to end.
In 1945, after more than three years of shortages,
rationing, defense bond drives, separation from loved
ones serving in the military and day-in, day-out reminders
of the war on all sides, it was over.
People were sick and tired of having "their boys"
killed, Montgomery said.
When the end came, the country rejoiced. "People
were yelling and screaming all over the place," Montgomery said.
In the months that followed, soldiers poured back into
the country and colleges, changing both.
Today, the two huge service flags that once hung in
Morris Dailey Auditorium lie in the Spartan Memorial.
Little else from the war-time world of San Jose State
remains.

GIG productions are not just ’kids’ stuff’
by Ron Regalia
They have performed off-Broadway in New York City and won a
national playwrighting award. Many former members are working
professionally in theaters across the country.
Their composer, SJSU music professor Allen Strange, has received a
Pulitzer Prize nomination for his electronic composition, "The Second Book
of Angels."
In its more than four years at SJSU, the G Alivanting Inspiration Group
( GIG) has also performed children’s theater at elementary schools
throughout the Bay Area.
The touring company stages 30 to 35 shows each semester, reaching
nearly 40,000 children since its inception in January 1976, said GIG founder
and director Robert Jenkins, an SJSU theater arts professor.
GIG, part of a three-unit theater arts course, performed "Jack and the
Beanstalk" for sell-out crowds last month in the SJSU Studio Theater.
"Jack and the Beanstalk" was GIG’s seventh major production and
probably the most successful to date," Jenkins said.
"I’m in the business to entertain and make kids laugh," said the 33-yearold former actor from North Carolina.
GIG productions, though, are not just "kids’ stuff," he said. The group,
in struggling for national exposure, has had to fight "the cotton candy, fluffy
image" of children’s theater, he added.
Jenkins described GIG as a family theater company "which seeks to
entertain both children and adults." The humor does not consist of
"sophisticated or in-jokes that go over kids’ heads," he added.
GIG’s last production, "The American Chalk Circle," placed first in the
western regionals of the American College Theater Festival in the fall of
1979.
And, for a short scene portraying black slavery during the Civil War, the
play won the Lorraine Hansberry Playwrighting award for new productions
dealing with the black experience.
"The American Chalk Circle," an admitted digression from GIG’s
emphasis on children’s theater, essentially dealt with the destruction of the
Santa Clara Valley in a nuclear holocaust, Jenkins said.
The play ended with a mad prophet leading the survivors to safety in
South America; it closed on the evening of the Jonestown, Guyana
massacre, which involved the apparent mass suicide of members of a
religious cult in mid-November 1979.
Despite this "coincidental connection," the play continued unopposed at
the Berkeley Theater, Jenkins said.
"It really shook us up, though," he added.
"The American Chalk Circle" was an adult production and a statement
against nuclear war, Jenkins said. But response from children was also
good, he added.
GIG’s production of "Wonderland Won" played three weeks at the
Theater for the New City in New York’s Greenwich Village in May and June
of 1978.
The group’s other major productions include "Caboodle" (spring 1976,i
"Blacktooth Mountain" ( fall 1976), "Blacktooth Mountain Two" ( spring
1977) and the initial version of "Wonderland Won" ( fall 1977
These plays, all children’s fantasies, were performed in Bay Area
elementary schools.

by Patricia Hernandez

Robert Jenkins
Jenkins joined the SJSU faculty in August 1975 after receiving his
bachelor’s degree in theater at Florida State University.
His first children’s production here, "Abe Lincoln," played before
audiences of 17 and 25, Jenkins said. He blamed the poor turnout on a lack of
busing available between the area schools and SJSU.
At that point, Jenkins created GIG to "take children’s theater out to the
Bay Area schools."
GIG is funded, by choice, entirely through ticket sales, Jenkins said.

Theater lives or dies in the box office, he added.
"If you don’t bring it in, you don’t put it out," he said, adding that "It’s
best not to become a junkie on A.S. money or outside support.
"The decision of what shows to do is easier to determine when you don’t
have to justify what you do loan organization."
General support from the Theatre Arts Department has been "marvelous," Jenkins said. "Jack and the Beanstalk," for example, required the
use of department facilities.
"There have been spats and problems," Jenkins said, adding that one or
two people in the department don’t support GIG. He believes these problems
are the exception.
Theatre Arts Department Chairman Hal Todd said the GIG children’s
theater is an "important part of the school."
"The theater reaches out to a different audience, part adult and part
children, and provides excellent performing opportunities for students," he
added.
Current GIG enrollment is 22 students, but the "basic core membership" over the years has been about 10, Jenkins said.
Since the group’s founding, 40 to 50 students have been involved. On
graduating from SJSU, many of these have been placed directly into
professional theater companies through GIG, Jenkins added.
Former GIG members are now employed with such companies as the
Yellow Brick Road Shows in Orange County, The Barn in Michigan, the Old
Globe in San Diego and the California Actors’ Theater.
Current members Jerry Enright and Joy Moffett-Enright, both
graduating theater seniors, will be performing in the summer stock theater
in Durango, Colo., this summer.
Assistant GIG director and theater arts senior Cynthia Hechter, who will
be attending Michigan State University next fall, is a member of the Slender
Means Theatrical Company and will perform at The Barn this summer.
Some GIG "graduates" opt for other fields connected with children.
including therapy and teaching, Jenkins said.
The GIG course, Practical Children’s Theater, can be repeated continually for credit. Theater major Art Ward, GIG’s senior member, has been
with the company since "Caboodle."
The course is open to all students, Jenkins said. Freshman Daniel
Touris’ lead role in "Jack and the Beanstalk" is his first performance at
SJSU.
GIG is an opportunity for "raw, untrained people to get theatrical experience," Jenkins said, adding that acting is only one area of involvement.
Senior Richard Russell has written plays produced in New York City, San
Jose and Staunton, Virginia.
GIG also sponsors an annual playwrighting contest for Santa Clara
County school children. Each summer, the group stages several plays
written by these students.
The GIG class meets three days, with seven hours a week in rehearsal.
GIG, however, will not perform next fall and will begin production again
in spring 1981, Jenkins said.
"This will be the first break I’ve had since I’ve been here," he said. He
added that Strange, with whom he has worked since 1978, will be on sabbatical next fall.
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Alumni game key to QB battle
by Jon Bloom
The past month and a half has been a time of decision
making for SJSU football coach Jack Elway.
First the decision was made to switch to the Eagle
defense to help shore up a defensive line vulnerable to the
run. Later the Spartan sideline general rated a wide
spectrum of running backs in an effort to find a
replacement for Jewerl Thomas.
Now the real fun begins.
Elway will find himself at the end of Spring camp with
Saturday’s Alumni game, and the time to pick his starting
quarterback is at hand.
The head coach has a handful of candidates to choose
from to replace the graduating Ed Luther, including

regarding the helm of the Spartan offense, SJSU’s second year coach appears to be leaning toward last year’s
backup, Clarkson.
Elway has mentioned on more than one occasion that
"We’re still trying to get this process sorted out,"
he likes the idea of Clarkson having a year’s experience
Elway said. "They’ve all had playing time and all have
behind Luther and that the 6-2, 200-pound Los Angeles
thrown the ball well.
native, "has a feel for the offense."
"We’ll just have to see."
Clarkston’s 74 percent completion average for this
factor
determining
The Alumni game will play a large
spring offers strong support for Elway’s claim but the
newcomer
Ruiz
and
Clarkson,
sophomore
refuses to believe he has the job locked up.
the
quarterback
derby
as
in
Steve Duddy all will get ample playing time to help per"We still have one game to go and I’m really not sure
suade Elway that they can run the SJSU pass-oriented who will be starting after it’s all over," Clarkson said. "I
feel I’ve learned enough from last season but we’re still
offense.
While Elway has not made a definitive statement learning."
Clarkson really didn’t have the time to gain all that
much on-the-job experience as Luther did everything and
much more for the Spartans, limiting Clarkson to only
four completions in six attempts for 86 total yards.
"Luther was Luther," Clarkson said when asked if he
But the Spartans haven few merits of their own. Mike could compare to the man recently drafted by the NFL
Barnblatt, who recently took the top Spartan honor in the San Diego Chargers. "He has more ability and better
Sun Devil/Phoenix Thunderbird tournament in Arizona, brainwork, but I have confidence in myself. The conshould be a strong contender in the Pacific contest, along fidence has always been there.
with Alan Swank, Greg Galasso, Steve Gazzaneo and Mike
Even though he is only a sophomore, after redshirting
Lange.
one season, Clarkson feels that this has to be his year.
"It’s now or never," he said seriously.
Sharing the same sentiments is Ruiz, who, ironically,
was supppsed to be last year’s backup to Luther before a
broken thumb and mononucleosis sidelined him for the
A season of frustration for the SJSU women’s tennis year.
team ends this weekend with the NorCal conference
"We’re both young and inexperience will be the
championships, which begin today at Santa Clara biggest factor," Ruiz said before practice yesterday. "But
University.
I still feel I can start."
The Lady Spartans closed out the season with a 2-16
Ruiz also had a better than average spring, as his 64
overall record and a sixth place conference mark of 1-5.
percent completion average indicates and the 6-3, 215Lady
sighed
"This was just one of those years,"
pound sophomore isn’t about to roll over and die.
Spartans coach Lyn SinClair. "Thank heavens there’s
"I definitly feel that 1 can do itI wouldn’t be here if I
next
year."
always
didn’t," Ruiz said. "I’ve waited a long time and if I don’t
conthe
dominate
to
look
California
Stanford and
start I’m still going to work hard and before I leave this
ference championships, which conclude Sunday.
school I’ll get what I want."
Considering the Lady Spartans have lost 9-0 matches
And before the spring is over Jack Elway will, it is
to both Stanford and Santa Clara, they don’t look to be a hoped, get what he wantsa starting quarterback.
factor.
EXTRA POINTS
This Saturday’s varsoty a lurnno Spring game woll
feature a solid group of former Spartans scheduled to clash with Mos year’s
"We’ll just have to hope for the best," SinClair said.
returning veterans Steve Clarkson and Scott Ruiz, but
despite more than three weeks of drills and scrimmages,
Elways still hasn’t made up his mind.

Golfers seek PCAA title at Pacific
b) Catherine Cassidy
The SJSU men’s golf team will swing into action for
the last time this season, when it tees off in the PCAA golf
championships today in Stockton.
In a seven-!earn field, the Spartan squad is one of
three main contenders in the tournament, along with host
University of the Pacific. and PCAA golf power Fresno
State.
Pacific’s winning potential lies in top player Jim
Rowse.
Besides acting as Pacific’s No. 1 golfer this season,
Rowse earned a coveted NCAA berth last season. Also
strong for the Tigers are Jim Evans, Brian Pini and Scott
Wellborn.
The Tigers, currently ranked in the top 25 in the
nation, proved themselves as tough competitors this
season when they finished the Western Intercollegiate
Championships last month just one stroke behind tournament co-leaders University of Southern California and
UCLA, for a third in the event.
Fresno State will also be rivaling the Spartans for the
league crown. The Bulldogs have also bested the Spartans
in earlier competition this season, including placing
ahead of SJSU in the Fresno State Golf Classic in March.

Lady netters finale

h y Jobe L eyy

Steve Clarkson
team all p m at Spartan Stadium
This Alumni learn woll showcase many of the present members of the San
Jose

Tigers semo pro learn oncludong former SJSU quarterback Grain
K ornball along Wogs wide receiver Eroc Dahl
Other alumni era lent Includes J111 Walsh, Stan Webster, Derrick Marto,

Cully Williamson. Eroc Rutland Steve Hones
Tickers are ayallabie tor Slat the men’s ticket office
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Conidi wins tourney

Relays provide
last tune-up for
championship
by Jon Bloom
Tomorrow’s
West
Coast Relays mark the
final barrier for the SJSU
Spartan track squad as At
prepares to hit high gear
for the fast approaching
PCAA championship meet.
Ernie Bullard’s team
will travel to Fresno for
what should provide the
perfect tune-up for next
week’s championship
showdown in Irvine.
The Spartan contingent, except for pole
vaulter Felix Bohni, will
compete in the University
Open division which includes track powers USC,
UCLA, California and
virtually every other
university in the state with
a track team.
Bohni will duel with
Dan Ripley, who is making
his 1980 outdoor debut, in
the Olympic section of the
meet. The Spartan vaulter
will also represent SJSU in
Sunday’s
Pepsi
Invitational at UCLA.
The 400-meter relay
team of Ken Thomas, Tim
Foster, Phil Williams and
Willie Jackson should be a
Spartan strong point at the
West Coast meet.

Lady golfers nab title
by Catherine Cassidy
The SJSU women’s golf
team wrapped up the
NorCal championships
with yet
tournament
another win, clobbering
both host Stanford and
Sacramento State by
margins
wallopping
Tuesday afternoon.
Finishing the tournament 26 strokes ahead of
runner-up Stanford, the
SJSU lady golfers took a
number of individual
honors as well as the team
first place.
Carol Conidi, the Lady
Spartans’ team captain
this year, won her first
college tournament of the
year, carding a two-day
score of 149, clinching her
the top individual honor.
"She just really turned
it on," women’s golf coach
Mark Gale said. "She was
very excited about winning
the tournament."
Conidi had started out
miserably, taking a triple

meet at UCLA to avoid any
possible leg strain that
may hinder his showing at
the PCAAs.
Foster and Williams,
the other half of the 400meter relay team, will see
double duty in the relays.
The duo will take part
in the 16,000 relay, teaming
up with James Davis and
Eddie Wright, SJSU’s
prime quarter milers.
Williams will be entered in the 100 meters also
with Thomas and Eric
Hurt.
The Fresno meet will
also provide the opportunity for an event
rarely seen, the two-mile
relay, in which Wright,
Tom Hussey, Stan Ross
and Terry Johnson will
band together for the
Spartans.
That foursome, along
with the rest of the SJSU
distance corps, is coming
off a superlative performance in last week’s
meet at Santa Barbara that
saw all of the distance men
establish iiew season’s best
times.

Rounding out the
The other Spartan
strength in the sprints, Ken Spartan track entrants are
Hawthorne and Pete
Mike
Thomas, will run in the 100
meters at Fresno, but has Dobbins in the 110 high
decided not to accompany hurdles and Dobbins again
teammate Bohni to the in the 400 intermediate

eluding shot putters Al
Feuerbach and Rob
Sueflohn, discus men Paul
Bishop and Kevin Brady,

hurdles.
SJSU is sending the
"basic field event" people
to the Fresno fray, in-

javelin throwers Curt
Ransford and Mikki
Jackson and long and triple
jumper Craig Roberts.

behind Reno’s Jim Wallace, hitting at a
.415 pace.
Santa Clara is led by junior first
baseman Don Mazzilli a .299 hitter who
will also see some action in the outfield.
Shortstop John Barrett supplies the
long ball power for the Broncos, as he
leads them in homers with six and RBI, 35.
Pitching has been the Broncos soft
spot this season. A staff league ERA of 5.17
and 173 runs given up in NCBA action put
Santa Clara in second to last in those
categories.

Satre opens pro career
Former SJSU volleyball star Sonya
Satre will be in the line-up when the San
Jose Diablos open their home season
against the Albuquerque Lasers at 8
tonight at San Jose Civic Auditorium.
Satre signed a contract to play for the
co-ed Dia blos Wednesday and is one of
three women on the pro team.

Look for first victory in six tries

Ed Luther, the rifle-armed quarterback who ran the
SJSU offense for the three ye has signedes of one-year
contracts with the San Diego Chargers of the NFL.
Terms of the agreement were not disclosed.
Luther was San Diego’s first pick in last week’s NFL
draft, taken in the fourth round, and participated in San
Diego’s rookie camp held last week.
The former Spartan is competing for a back-up spot
behind Dan Fouts, along with veterans Jim Harris and
Cliff Olander.

Also placing in the top
10 for the Spartans were
Kelh Swank, who shot a
two-day 159, good for sixth
place and Iris Andre, who
substituted for regular
starter Juli Ordoni. Andre
took 10th with a 174.
I,inda
Stanford’s
Bowman took third place
with a 151, while Barbara
Wright, Debbie Barberio
and Alison Finney took
seventh, eighth and ninth,
respectively. Sacramento
had no finishers in the top
10.
The win at Stanford’s
course marks the eighth
season victory for SJSU
and is the last regular
season contest. The Lady
Spartans will spend the
remainder of their practices gearing up for the
of
InAssociation
tercollegiate Athletics for
Women Golf Championships, which will be
held this year in Tucson.
Ariz., June 11-14.

the better of the deal as far as talent is concerned, there is
some question whether the much-traveled David can get
along with management anywhere.
San Jose will be David’s sixth team in seven North
American Soccer League seasons.
The 28-year-old David ranks fourth on the all-time
league scoring chart with 83 goals and 26 assists. He led
the league in scoring in both 1975 and 1977, picking up Most
Valuable Player honors in ’75.
Yet, in 1976, 1978, and now this season, David found
himself sitting on the bench because of his inability to get
along with coaches.
His reputation is that of a "lazy player who refuses to
play defense." Although not believing himself to be lazy,
David does somewhat concur with the prevailing
viewpont.
"My game is to play offense," he said. "Defense is not
what I like to do."
That attitude caused the 9.3 sprinter to be benched
prior to San Diego’s game with the Quakes on April 30 in
Spartan Stadium. Became in with just six minutes to go in
the game and set up the winning goal in San Diego’s 3-2
triumph.
411 NMI

IIMI

2f1.

Down five unbroken generations, the art of the
brewmasters of la Cerveceria Yucateca has
passed from son to son to son. And thus, the secret
of Montejo’s unique malt flavor has been preserved
unchanged - for almost one -hundred years.
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Regular admission 62.50 I
Valid Sat & Sun
10am . 6p.m
Expires 5/31 /80

1200 S. Dempsey Rd.
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San Jose
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S.U. Ballroom
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Diane Rapaport, author of
"How to Make and Sell Your
Own Records," Hewlitt Crist
of Red Dirt Productions, and
Edward Hearn, an attorney,
wi" do a FREE SEMINAR
on
Vlaking Contacts in the
Mt
Business."
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a 136-pounder, will be
competing for the Sunkist
Athletic Club. "Toth-Fejel
has a good chance to crack
the top six," SJSU coach
T.J. Kerr said.
The Olympic team will
probably tour Europe and
wrestle in some international meets over the
summer, and try to "sneak
in" to the Olympics, according to Kerr.
Another
SJSU
assistant coach, 220-pound
Ralph Kuehn, is going to
the Canadian trials, which
will be held May 23-24 in
Toronto.
Due to increasing
costs, many West Coast
wrestling programs are
being cut back, as far as
funding and scholarships
are concerned, Kerr said.
SJSU is not one of
them, but UCLA, ranked
15th nationally, recently
disbanded its wrestling
program.

& SAN CARLOS
(1 BLK. from CAMPUS)

,-4,
/A

i(Vi

by Dave Meltzer
Competition
began
yesterday for three SJSU
wrestlers in the Olympic
Wrestling Trials at the
University of Wisconsin at
Madison.
The trials, which last
until tomorrow, determine
the top six wrestlers in
each of the 10 freestyle
weight divisions.
Those wrestlers will be
sent to a camp early this
summer from which the
United States Olympic
team will be chosen.
Dave Brouhard, at 180
pounds, 114-pound Mike
Rodrigues and 125-pound
Brad Gustafson will be
battling the toughest
ccrnpetition the nation has
to offer.
SJSU qualified 11
wrestlers for the Olympic
Trials from their placing in
the Pacific regionals held
April 27 at Cabrillo Junior
College in Aptos.
The team was unable
to finance the trips to the
tournament, which is why
only three Spartans are in
Wisconsin.
In addition, assistant
coach Tihamar Toth-Fejel,

I SPARTAN

Quakes aquire controversial David

Chargers sign Luther

"Flying back and forth
like that and then trying to
compete was hard for her,"
Gale added.

by Dayed Flemate

Bob Feuerbach, shot putting into the sunset, earlier this season is a part of a
large Spartan contingent in the West Coast Relays tomorrow in Fresno.

An SJSU sweep is almost imperative
for two reasons. Any Spartan losses could
jeapordize a second place finish in the final
second half NCBA standings as both third
place Nevada/Reno, 10-7 and fourth place
St. Mary’, 7-7-1, could move into the No. 2
position if the Spartans should falter
against the Broncos.
Also, a successful outing against the
Broncos would better the Spartans
chances for an at-large berth in the upcoming District 8 playoffs.
Although he has only played in 25
league games, SJSU’s Mike Brown is
making his mark in the NCBA. The
Spartan outfielders 29 RBI put him atop
the league in that category and his six
league homers put him second behind
Fresno’s John Westmoreland, who has 9 in
NCBA action.
His team high .368 batting average
puts him second in the overall league stats

by Dave Meltzer
The San Jose Earthquakes will have another new face
in the line-up when they host the New England Tea Men in
an 8 p.m. contest tomorrow at Spartan Stadium.
The Tea Men come to San Jose in the midst of a threegame winning streak which has evened their record at 3-3.
They most recently upset the defending Soccer Bowl
champion Vancouver Whitecaps 2-1 Wednesday night in
Vancouver.
Steve David, probably the fastest man in pro soccer,
was acquired Wednesday from the San Diego Sockers in
exchange for midfielder Bernie Gersdorff.
While there is no question that the Earthquakes got

take part in the Women’s
International Open last
she
where
weekend,
emerged as the low
amateur of the tournament.

bogey on the first hole, but
came back to shine on the
back nine, shooting a 75 the
first day and following up
with a 73 on the second to
take first place.
Following
Conidi’s
example, the rest of the
team pulled through for a
winning total of 607, sliding
way ahead of Stanford’s 633
and cellar-dweller Sacramento State.
Sophomore
Juli
Simpson took second, with
a first round 74 and secondround 75. Patty Sheehan,
the Lady Spartans’ usual
tournament sweeper,
managed a fourth place in
the event with a 152.
"It’s not really a good
score for Patty, but she
was tired during the
tournament," Gale said.
Sheehan had competed
with the team in the
University of Georgia
Southern Intercollegiate
Championships, and then
struck off on her own to

SJSU wrestlers
in Olympic trials

Spartans, Broncos in’emotional’ set
by Jeff Morris
The Spartan baseball team should
have no trouble getting motivated for this
weekend’s season-ending series against
Northern California Baseball Association
cross-town rival University of Santa Clara.
"The Santa Clara series is always an
emotional one for us." head coach Gene
Menges said during yesterday’s practice
session.
The three-game set begins tonight at
San Jose Municipal Stadium at 7:30
followed by a noon double header on
Saturday at Buck Shaw Stadium on the
Santa Clara campus.
SJSU, at 10-5, in the NCBA 28-22-1 I is
in second place behind league titlist
Fresno State, 14-1 and 40-10 overall.
The Broncos, who took two extra inning contests from St. Mary’s last
weekend, occupy the sixth position in
league at 4-11,22-29 overall.
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on the campaign trail

May 9, 1980

Running rampant with the presidential pack
can only hope they remember to take them off before their
next gig at the next shindig for the next candidate. Rest
assured that they will. They’re pros.
The whole scene is right out of Robert Redford’s
movie "The Candidate." Is Peter Boyle backstage pacing
nervously? Of course not. This is real life. Well, almost.

John and Keke Anderson at the Fairmont Hotel

ANALYSIS
by Brian Boyd
It’s campaign time. It’s time for the incumbents to tell
us that things aren’t as bad as we think. More recently,
however, they tell us things are as bad as we think but that
"we will turn the corner." The "out" party, the
Republicans, say they are the ones who can find this
mystical corner that we want so badly to turn.
California, the land of fruit, nuts, delegates and quick
cash, is a popular stop on the campaign trail. Los Angeles
is where the big media guns hang out but the Bay Area
will do in a pinch.
Ted Kennedy dropped by early last month. He crept
into San Francisco and picked up a campaign check
before leaving without saying so much as "leadership
crisis" to the quote-hungry press.
Republican John Anderson, who will be running as an
independent candidate this November, made three stops
in the Bay Area about a month ago.

by PdllICId

Hernandez

some rather threatening looks."
The candidate and his wife pile into a black limousine
that stands waiting at the curb. The Cadillac is sandwiched between Highway Patrol cruisers and a station
wagon full of Secret Service agents trying so hard to look
inconspicuous that they catch everyone’s eye.
As the motorcade rolls through the sidestreets of Palo
Alto, there is some confusion about whether the
presidential candidates must stop for red lights. The front
end of this important-looking group went through the
amber light in front of the limousine, which rolls to a stop.
The station wagon, which obviously feels that stopping would be unbecoming to an official entourage,
swerves to avoid hitting Anderson’s car. Inside the station
wagon, dark glasses must have been flying all over the
place.
The motorcade gets into the freeway’s fast lane
without further incident. The 55-mile-an-hour speed limit
is observed the whole way with the exception of a Highway Patrol car that "sw?eps" the side of the motorcade
exposed to traffic. He speeds up and falls back, carefully
examining any driver who tries to get close enough to the
limo to get a glimpse at a real live VIP. Most of the

If money is the lubricant that keeps campaign
machinery running, Anderson’s campaign is squeaking
badly.
He came for their money and their signatures on voter
registration cards. He left with their hearts and $50,000.
much of it from Southern California. The -new politics" of
the "maverick Republican" every good campaign coins
a phrase or two ) seemed to go over well.
At Stanford University, Anderson filled Memorial
Auditorium. A few hundred more who could not get in
listened to the loudspeakers outside.
Campaign workers milled around the crowd outside.
"Are you registered to vote?" they would ask anyone in
the crowd who would listen. Mast of those questioned
politely explained that, no. for the 20th time, they didn’t
need to register.
One woman wearing a LaRouche for President" curiosity seekers that do get close enough to look inside
button occasionally tried to hand literature to passersbys. the Cadillac come away disappointed
to find that the
The fact that LaRouche probably isn’t a household word in passenger is no one they
recognize.
his own household had a lot to do with the futility of the
Once near San Francisco, the motorcade cuts across
task. She went on gallantly, though, as Anderson’s voice
the freeway into the right lane with little regard for the
echoed in the background.
Uniformed security people stood ominously behind life and limb of any driver in the immediate area.
the glass doors of the auditorium. Occasionally, someone
Upon entering the city, the police and the Highway
outside taps on the glass to get their attention. The guard Patrol effectively block all intersections so we limo can
shakes his head from side to side as the person looking in glide through the streets to the Fairmont Hotel.
pleads for entrance.
All other cars inch through the choking traffic that
"But I’m on his student campaign committee," the makes San
Francisco such a fun place to drive.
outsider says. The officers lips silently form the word
On this particular night, the streets around the
"These people think I decide who to let in," the guard Fairmont are overflowing with the Mercedes-Benzes and
Cadillacs of rich campaign contributor-types and parking
explains. "I was told to let no one in. The place is full."
As Anderson finishes his speech, members of the spaces are harder to find than a really good tax shelter.
press scurry outside to await the candidate at the back
Some drive so far in search of a few square feet of
door.
asphalt to call their own that they have to ask for direcThe television cameramen and their reporters do tions back to the Fairmont.
soundchecks and recheck light meter readings.
When they learn how far up a very steep California
Secret Servicemen precede the candidate, all wearing Street they must walk, they opt for the Masonic Temple
suits, ties and the trademark earphone that is connected Garage near the hotel for $5 a crack. When some drivers
to some mysterious electronic device. Anderson follows point to the sign that says "All Night Parking - $301
them, along with his wife and several campaign aides.
maximum," the attendant chuckles and explains that it Is
The television cameramen work as if they have eyes a special night. Hard times on the campaign trail.
in the backs of their heads. As the candidate and his enOnce inside the Fairmont there is a maze of signs set
tourage walk briskly to awaiting cars, the cameramen up to direct the money-laden crowd
to the ballroom where
capture his every move. The soundmen and reporters are they will get a "Hi, I’m ..." name tag
and part with some
tied to the cameramen by a kind of electrical umbilical of the aforementioned loot. They wait for the
candidate to
cord. They walk backwards in front of Anderson, cutting make a grand "I-am-your-leader-you-are-my
-people"
through the crowd like the flying wedge of a kickoff return type of entrance that campaign strategists have
made
team in the National Football League.
part of the show over the years.
This menagerie stops when the candidate grinds to a
Meanwhile, Anderson is upstairs doing a live question
halt. Eager reporters ask him the same questions that the
and answer program on KQED, San Francisco’s public
crowd asked him a few minutes earlier, which are the
TV station. Newsperson Belva Davis asks? and Anderson
same questions that he has been asked every day for the
answers the same questions he answered inside and
last few months.
outside the auditorium at Stanford. The draft? No. The
The draft? Against it. The Olympic boycott? For it. Olympic boycott? Yes. The MX missile? Nope.
The MX missile? Against it.
Back at the ballroom, a group of cute kids wearing
As he answers, he does his best to look as if the cute hats and cute t-shirts with Anderson’s name on them
question was new to him. He is not always successful.
in a gaudy orange color sing some campaign song while
Off to the side, Keke Anderson looks at her watch and the crowd responds with a collective "awwwwww" to
back at her husband.
show that the cuteness is not for naught.
"We’ve got to be in San Francisco in 20 minutes,’ she
There is a dixieland band wearing the obligatory
says with a pleading look at the candidate.
straw hats and red and white striped jackets. Some of
"I think it’s time to go," Anderson says. "I’m getting them are wearing "Anderson for President" buttons. One

Anderson answers the same
questions he had been
asked time and again. The
draft? No. The Olympic
The MX
boycott? Yes.
Missile? Nope.

Some low-level Anderson campaign aide approaches
the microphone as the loyal followers gather around the
stage. Directly in front of the podium, the press
photographers crowd onto a small platform so they can
take their pictures without being bothered by the masses.
The network TV cameramen get the best spots in the
middle of the platform while the lesser, the mortal, the
newspaper photographers cling to the sides of the platform. It is all they need.
By breed, the news photographer is a rare mix of
artist, journalist and rock climber. The ability to take a
rock -steady stance on the edge of a platform and hang on
to a rail while operating a Nikon is essential.
Back at the podium, the speaker is introducing
campaign workers. After the umpteenth introduction,
many expect him to go into the crowd and introduce
guests at random.
Just when you think he’s going to run out of breath, or
superlatives, or both, the candidate enters.
As the crowd cheers, Anderson slowly makes his way
through the crowd to the podium, "pressing the flesh" all
the way.
As he begins to speak, it is clear that this speech is
going to be more of a "fire up the faithful" talk than a
speech on the issues.
He begins with snmething to the effect of "It’s great to
be here. California is one of our favorite places to visit."
The fact that every speech any candidate gives must be
lauditory to wherever he happens to be at the time, as if it
were required by federal statute, doesn’t dampen their
enthusiasm.
"During this campaign. I have raveled many miles,
eaten in many restaurants and slept in many beds," he
pauses for effect as the crowd titters at his apparent
blooper. "Most of the times have been with my wife, Keke
I’m sure it is the other times she will want to hear about
when we leave here tonight." They eat it up.
He goes on to say that "as long as I have one campaign dollar left, I will continue my campaign for the
presidency."
The crowd loves these brave statements. It’s good
that they are so enthused since it is their dollars that
Anderson is talking about.
All hell breaks loose as the candidate finishes his
speech. The crowd of approximately 1,500, fueled by a
combination of genuine enthusiasm and mixed drinks,
goes wild.
Anderson is called back for an encore. In the same
situation, most big rock ’n’ roll bands would have come
back with a sure fire hit. That’s exactly what the candidate does.
"We’ve got to show them that we’re here. We’ve got to
show them that they can have the best," he says to the
cheering throng.
If there were a hit parade for political catch-phrases,
Anderson would have most of the top five all to himself.
"Why not the best?" would be number one.
With that, he launches into the crowd. This wing -ding
was billed as a "reception" and a chance to meet the
candidate.
Actually, only a few of the brave, strong or privileged
get a chance to ge close to him.
Most of the crush is held back by the Secret Service
agents who scan the crowd for strange looking individuals, a job made tougher by the fact that many of
these people have been drinking for a few hours and even
the most loyal supporter begins to look a little strange.
After a quick spin around the ballroom, Anderson is
gone - swept up to a lavish hotel suite no doubt. Mrs.
Anderson is left behind to be gracious to the troops.
"Can I have your autograph?" says one woman. "It’s
for my children." She thrusts a pen and a piece of paper
into Keke Anderson’s face. Mrs. Anderson finds her
glasses, which are hanging around her neck on a chain.
She begins writing a fairly long paragraph on the piece of
paper.
"Are you from San Francisco?" she asks the woman.
"I’m from the other side of the bay," she replies,
apparently ashamed of Oakland, or Hayward, or
wherever she’s from.
After signing several more autographs and having
her picture taken with several of the more outgoing ones
in the crowd, Mrs. Anderson is rescued by an older man
wearing an important looking name tag.
"Keke, why don’t you go sit for a few minutes," the
man says.
"I’m doing fine," she says.
She is immediately sucked up into another group of

curiosity seekers. Again she is asked questions as if she
were her husband rather than herself. Every one of her
responses begins with "Well, as John said..."
The man with the important looking name tag has
decided he’s seen enough. He leads her away as the band
plays and the drinks flow.
The masses head out the door to California Street to
search for their cars in their $5 parking places.
The Santa Clara Marriott Hotel is located in the heart
of the electronics capital of the world, sandwiched between the Bayshore Freeway i surely the ugliest roadway
in the Bay Area) and the neon playland called Great
America.
This would be where Ronald Reagan would make his
first area appearance of campaign ’80. Soon he would
enter this structure of stucco and wrought iron to face
1,500 fellow Republicans waiting with their checkbooks
and their blessings.
The 1,500 are members of the California Republican
Assembly. Many of those at the hotel are delegates to the
Republican convention in Detroit. The chosen few. The
blue-chip loyalists.
The group of Republicans mill around the lobby in
front of the "California Ballroom." There are two bars set
up for the inebriation of those present.
One of the bars is doing landslide business, a bartender with a thick black mustache is mixing drinks as
fast as he can. A few feet away, a female barperson stands
behind an identical bar. She is alone. The mad rush for
alcohol continues at the &her bar. The California
Republican Assembly casts its subconscious vote against
the ERA.
This is another rich crowd, proving again that politics
and poverty mix like oil and water. The official
"donation" for the dinner is $25 a plate. There were
rumors that the figure is closer to $125. Since these rumors
come from press and security people, they are easily

Reagan ’S motorcade pulls
into the Marriot parking lot.
"They’re coming the wrong
way," says a Santa Clara
police officer. "At least
they’re here."
dismissable.
As the conventioneers are being seated for dinner,
Reagan’s motorcade pulls into the Marriott parking lot.
"They’re coming in the wrong way," says a Santa
Clara police officer. "At least they’re here."
Inside, the intoroductions have been made. It has
been announced that Reagan will speak before dinner
rather than after.
He walks out from a door behind the head table. The
crowd cheers and chants "We want Reagan." The
cheering dies down so the formal introduction can be
made.
The introduction is made and again, the crowd cheers
wildly.
One of the rules of political gatherings is: There is no
such thing as too much applause.
Off to the side, members of the press are herded into a
small area that is equipped with eight chairs, two tables
and a platform for the cameras.
Another rule for political gatherings: To calculate the
number of press tables needed, divide the number of
reporters expected to attend by 10.
The speech is the usual Reagan extravaganza. Carter,
he says, has made the country weak. He goes on with
variations of this theme for the remainder of the talk.
It is announced that the candidate will take questions
from the crowd. The members of the audience are impressed.
As might be guessed, the questions are meant to let
Reagan tell them what they want to hear. The questions
are addressed to "President Reagan."
At the end of the appearance, Reagan is given a
symbolic large, wooden key to the White House. With key
in hand, it would be only proper for the candidate to tip his
white stetson hat and gallop off in a cloud of dust. It’s time
again to hit the campaign trail.

by Brom Boyd

The Republican hierarchy greet Ronald Reagan at the Marriot Hotel.
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out to the most important meeting of
the

year.

BEACH
PARTY
on
Saturday. May IS. at 10 a.m. Bring
your own food, beer provided. Let’s
Party before finals get here!
ANONYMOUS: Ne
dues or lees. We care. Telephone: C.
0-U.R.A41411.
will
SIERRA CLUB: Lenny CI
speak on "The Natural History of
Nepal." Tues., /At 730 p.m. in the
S.0 Guadalupe Room Information

MEN!

start. Give mel call at 294 5433 and
Ilk for Rosemary
GIFT CHECK BOOKS for sale today
from noon to 1:30 in front of the
entrance to the S.U. Bookstore. Cost
is 55.

111.15111

Automotive

Jobs

on

Ships!

foreign. No experience
required Excellent pay, worldwide
travel. Summer lob or career Send
for information to SEAFAX.
5200.
Dept. CA, First and Laurel streets,
Port Angeles, Washington 18342.
THE House of Oenk in San Jose is
looking for
-YAK I COOK
tor a Japanese steak house. Call
14011 206.4139 after 5 p.m. Ask for
Kenny.

3039 Shrine

Pl.,

Los

Angeles,

POLICE Officer lor City of San Jose.
Most be bilingual, I Spanish/Eng.
lish), 21 to 34 wars of age, 7 years of

Examiner
guaranteed

Vinimum
against

high

information, call SJPD Recruiting
at 377.4991.
DELI OPENING
and checkers
needed. Full or part time, weekends.
$ miles from campus in Milpitas.
Near bus. C111/44,6111.

iW71

Call THE EXECUTIVE’S ASSIST
ANT at 210 1140,
65.00 DISCOUNT COUPON just for
calling. KEY WACKERS Professional Typing Service, Discount Nu.1nf rate. Call 272 4535

Sounds Unique, 262 8793. Open Toes
Fri., 1 6, Sal., noon 5.

Travel

BUDGET FLIGHTS 19110. Domestic

UNWANTED hair removed I.
Confidential,
Specialist.
335
S.
Baywood Aye, San Jose. Call 24/.

(including
I ... Hawaii
Mexico ... Europe ... Asia ... Africa
... Australia ... USA. Travel Services
Available:
International
Student
identity Card

7486.
WOULD like to find female to be
with a handicapped man. If on.

StudentRail and BritRail passes ...
Overseas job placement ... USA,
Canada and Mexico Travel ... Youth
Hostel Cards .. Student ships and
trains
Insurance
Wide map

DO YOU WANT some advice? Do
you want to settle an argument? Do

view." Include any name and ad-

selection
Luggage
Backpacks
... Hard to find travel books ... Volt
age converters ... Camping tours ..
Club Med
Open 7 days: Mon Fry

ALSO NEEDED: Secretary, Ass’t,
Cooks.Laundress, Gen. Maint., Boat
Driver. 4/17 to 8/13 or full season.

dress you choose. All replies are
mailed to you and are held in

94, Saturday, 95, Sunday, noon
TRIP AND TRAVEL PLANNING

strictest confidence. So, for advice,

Exp.., Call (415) 947-1161/.

write Dear John, P.O. Box 21026, San
951S1.
For
recorded
Jose,
CA

COMPANY, Charter Travel Special
ists. 444 E. William Street 110th and

JEWISH
RELIGIOUS
SCHOOL
TEACHERS for fall 19111. Temple

message, call (4081 1744906.

792-1413.

Emanu-El, 1010 University

PARENTS: Would you he interested
in exchanging child care for a night,

SELLING TRIP TO TAHOE 3 dys,
2 nights at hotel of your choice
Includes one dinner and $110 in casino

San
Jose,
CA
95121
loll
The
Alameda),
now
apaccepting
plications.
Pleasant
conditions,
strong support system and excellent

you

want

to

get

someone

elses

Then write: Dear Jonn.
Now you can get "A man’s point of

Wm.), San Jose, CA 9S112. Call 14081

weekend or a week this summer? If
so. call Laurie at 295-6689 1 have one

chips. Trip was first place prize. Will
sell for Slab Call Jim at 279-1421.

boy, 9 years old.

salaries. Contact Fred Marcus at
292-0939.

CURRY BABY.
You’re tint’

TIRED of dull lectures? Combine
study with the
on 4 week tour of

Lone, BuliBita

British Isles and W. Med ports See
London,
,ii
Rome For
information, call Karen Davies at
242-3131.

Housing

shared, MO logos per wk. single. 122
North 0th St. Call 9914223.

lobs. Call Roy at 2146917.

SAN

JOSE RESIDENCE CLUE.
Great guys and gals. Kitchen, game
room, color TV, linen and maid
service,
turepiace
courtyard,
parking. $45 per week shared, $40

WEDDING CHAPEL

FEMALE

roommate,

nonsmoker,

9454.
COUPLE with child to

Contact:

Close to campus

Dept.

Resident clergy
No blood test required

wedding
wedding
photographs by John Eric Paulson.
Photography are expressions of
love Soft, elegant and universally
understood.

For

the finest

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL. 20
yrs. exp. Resumes, theses, reports,
vita’s, term reports, letters, doctor

award

winning photography, Call John at
44g -23U.

Coil Rick at 2440344.

Will. charts, graphs, etc. Reeson
bht. So. Valley area. Call KATHIE
at 5711.1211, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. I am also

per month.
Ewhange rrrrr ences. Call Don or
Pat at 315.7430.

ANSWER
TYPING: Accuracy, neatness and
deadlines guaranteed. Experienced
in master’s, reports, dissertations
A rrrrr ed by SJSU Graduate De

Paul’s Party Favor
795-7033

IBM Set II. South San
Valley area. Call
Jane? at 22/4525.

masterpiece.. YOU,
BECOME
face reproduced from your photo
Pencil

515,

Ink

520

Send

Blossom

TYPING:

Term papers, resumes.
letters, ate. St/pg. and up. IBM CorSelectric. All work prim.
tread. Call Kitty at 230.3099 alter 3
p.m. please.

photo,

reefing

ed rrrrr and phone number to: Phil.
796 N Henry, San Jose, CA 91117.
Deliveries by the artist,

Sandwich

CUTE COTTAGE
Near

campus.

5235/mo.

Call

375.

RATES

99114149.

CALL 3804706
manager

for

free

rent. Call 295-74311.

ROOM near campus. Kitchen and
laundry wiv. Nen4moker. Call MS.
74311.

do
Female
to
meal
light
Mg
and
preparation for disabled fernle
per week

Call

289 1916.

OFFICE

M
. Golden Gate
Language School, 591 W. Hamilton
Ave., No. 210, Campbell. Part time
now, full time July. Gen. office and
basic
accounting
exp.
Typing,
con rrrrr hone! Spanish required.
Ithy
foreigners,

Serious, 21 plus, nonsmoker, wanted to share 3 tn/rm., 2
be turn apt, 2 blocks from SJSU
0125
plus
5100
deposit
Share
utilities Pool and laundry facilities.
Write: W.M. Algeo, P.O. Box 21435,
San Jose, CA 95159, for ppt.

Must

ience
int

in

MORL

WHIM

MOO

10000

with
other

HOST/E SS. French restaurent Part
time, ves. and withers 04/hr. Most
be 21. Call Emile’s Swiss Affair at
21/1900.

TWO bedroom turn. apt. for rent.
1,310/mo plus deposit,. Call 2174190
for ’pet.

Five

nomo

days

clays

Wye

days

day

$ 2 00

2 50

275

290

300

50

atones

1 50

3 00

325

340

350

50

5 Mee

3 00

3 50

375

390

400

50

6 Moe

3 50

4 00

425

440

450

50

50

50

50

50

One

responsible male student

CII 19/.

Two

/w,

Pr all name

tech oddwonal lone add
50

Mammon" Three Lines One Day
Semesior Rare lel 1111/00 I 030 00

Cher* Clesstercereon

PRIVATE room. Kitchen prin., 1/2
Neck to SJSU. Near
’s: Prefer

rh,w

day
3 lines

PART FUR N I Wm. Victorian apt.,
1 blk., horn Science BM,. Upstairs,
7 people, refs. $300/mo. 308 S. 3rd St.,
No. 3. Call 1443100.
SUMMER rooms to rent clew to
campus. Bargain rates. Call 179.9629
or 918.9135. Ask ter Adon or Bob.

Print Your Ad Here:
(Count approximately 301etters and spaces for PAC PI
Each
odd,

FEMALE:

w

S3 50 per hr. 12 hrs

PREVIOUS PUZZLE

STUDIO apartment, 1 block Nom
campus. 633S/mo. Utilities paid. Call

CAN YOU TYPE?
CAN YOU LEARN?
DO YOU, CAN YOU?

MINT

TO

City

Enclosed is $

For

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
California 95192

277-3175

San Jose,
’ Annooncniente
Iif r Automotive
I’

fa. Sete

Help Wanted

Personals

Houeing

Servo- se

Coe end Found

Stereo

R

IM

MOON

NOMOMMO
MOM
UMMIIIN 111lJtTh1I111lk1
MUN DONN
MN MOO MOONN
MN
MOO MOM
MOU MOVIO MO
MOON MON
NO
OMMON MOU NEIN
MOO MOO
UNMOVING! annum
mom MOMMON
MOM MOO MO
ST A
MAN V NS

partment
Jose,

JSetawf fel

519180

on the Graduate Office A rrrrr ed
Typist List.

MALE STRIPPER
Entertaining lor women

UN

fatter CU, a writer)
needs a room or sleeping Mace in
SJSU area May 4.11. Local ref. Call
1847329 today, pleaset

Call

Typing

LOOKING
for
a
photographer?
Your

op food buying, II Cable TV and
fireplace, 4) patio, private yard and
and
5)
utilities
and

VISITING

Hamilton,

Donald

ENTERTAINMENT FOR WOMEN:
Male cake popper for your next
bridal shower or bechelorette party.

ROOMMATE needed to share new
Infirm. house, 10 min. from SJSU.
WOO mo. plus 1/2 utll. Call 259-4177.

Roland

9980149 /Any time)

Writs.
house near campus with couple with
child. SHARE: 11 child care, 21 co-

responsibilities.

Or

of Foreign Languages

277 2571,

No waiting
Conlidenhal-Legal

per week single. 202 South 11th
Street, Office, 122 North 5th St Call
998-0223.

serious stodent wanted In share 2
bdrtn., 2 ha, apt. near Westgate. IC
IS mmn. from cmpus. S115 plus 1/2
utilities. Includes pool and laundry
facilities. Call 2574916 after 11 p.m.
or leave message for Meg at 254

August S. Campus site Arequipa.
the city of eternal springtime. This
mill be a total Immersion experience
in Peruvian culture. Act now! Dead
line for reduced rates, May 12, 1910.

MOVING AND HAULING, Haw
largo truck. Avail, for all sorts of

His: Fr.
Type of orange
Yellow pigment
Isolate
Abbrs. on
city maps
Ancient Mesopotamian land
Coaster
Suspended
Laboratory
compound
"lolanthe"
character
Listen closely
Fence of stakes
Recital
European tourist
mecca
Corrected
Silent
Enliven
Leaves
"- in Gaza"
Last part of
a sonnet
Furniture items
Prepare
for a date
Revolving part
Peacock for one

MENEM EMMEMMil
MENEM= MOM=
MMEMMEM MOM=
MIME MOM= MEM
MEM WM MEM
WM AIME
MI=
MEMOIR= MEOW=
MEM MEM
MIME= MMEMMAME
=MEM BM
MEM
ME= MINIM MEM=
MIMI ME= MIME
MMINIMME MEMEMEM
MINIMMEM =MEM
MEM.= MEM=

SUMMERS’) IN PERU
Earn college credit while enjOying
the fabulous Inti Raymi festival in
Cusco, the art treasures of Lam, the
splendors of the A0102011 iungle and
much, much more Dates: June 19 to

Services
MOTHER OLSON’S LODGINGS.
Two houses across street from
campus. Kitchen. linen, maid sor.
vice. TV, and parking. $45 per wk.

ACROSS
46 Pharaoh of
11
1 Mt. Rainier’s
datEgypt
47
12
range
Cost
13
8 Band members
49 Whitney
14
15 Brown ale
invention
21
of a type
50 Biblical foundling
16 Cheerful
25
51 Braided thong
17 Classifying
on a vaquero’s
18 Supple
saddle
27
19 Observed
52 New version of
28
20 Fictional aunt
30
Stirspoepech
and namesakes 54 a
22 Old 56 Small spaces
31
23 Billinsgate
57 Reduces in rank
24 Parts of holidays 58 Zaniest
32
25 W Philippines
59 Title for Victoria
34
Sea
35
26 Automobile
36
27 Tommy’s gun
1 FDrOeWncNh exports
28 Weather word
2 Gymnast’s
37
29 Spires
43 cousi
T nhe
SocialN astanding
32 Considerate38
39
poleonic
of others
40
33 Prophet
41
and others
34 Window glass
5 Tolerate
43
35 Gossiped
6 Versatile room
38 German
7 Work-measuring
46
nobleman
8 device
47
42 Versifier
Portvoen the Weser
anger
a wayhowa
43 Show
9 Characteri48
zations
50
44 Negative vote
10 Biblical king
45 Concluded
and namesakes
5535

int rrrrr ional
and
jet
flights
anywhere at discount fares. We also
represent all charter operations

opinion?

Riding,

GET QUALITY TYPING FOR LESS
tern mows. PAST.
R"ume’
ACCURATE. Call Jean a9e24 0370

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Truth Jaffe
co 11N Lee Wades Timm Stedicale

Archery, Creative
Dramatics, Riflery, Photo-Yrbk.,
Fencing, Tech Theater, "E.S.L."

Eng-West

SAN JOSE Secretarial Service. I can
tyr/a /Anything. Call 297-3113.

kw-

Personals

/*rested, call 218-53011.
SUMMER POSITIONS: MontwitoSequoia Camp for Girls in High
Sierra needs liveyn counselors (20 -

TYPING Accurate, Term POWs.
’Worts 11 eq. Noble Spaced. Call
Gayle at 267 4079.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Personal

7610.

PROFESSIONAL typing
Reason
E xperienced Deadhnes
guaranteed Call 274 1975

Spartan Daily
Classifieds!

7946, Education 201,

NOW HIRING lifeguard, counselors,

DRIVERS: Melody Ice Cream Co.
Full or part limn Apply 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. 358 N. Montgomery, 1 Wk. No.
of Julian, S.J. Call Mr. Scott at 294.

able rates

Looking for something to buy?
to sell?
to barter?
to trade?

(4151 4534711, collect.

Calif.

my Isom*. P
bona)
INA Selector, Call Swat 147 1592

Quality work at reasonable rates

missions. Can earn 51011 to $300 per
wee*. Year round job if desired. Call

767900weien 9 a.m. and 1 p.m

yd

wage
cow.

TYPING

My firm can handle anything from one letter to large mail
lists, Reports. manuals or resumes
TYPING

Full manufacturers warranty with
local service. Showroom and manin
lecturing facilities in San Jose.

LOST: Thurs, 4/27. Bike Bell helmet
and gloves in Education Bldgt. or on
San Carlos St. REWARD Call 277

TYPING
IBM Selectric II Fast, neat and rea
sonable rates. Call 251 4161

highly popular and advertised systems use but at 1/3 to 1/2 the cost.

’’Sissy,’’

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Expei
enced Reasonable rates. Fast. Call
Jeannie al 774 1915.

Reports, theses. books. using auto
Mahe typing. Call 241 0412.5.C.

8370,

loudspeakers and kits WHOLESALE
to the public. Our speakers use the
same components that most of the

Call 2304944 or 2924357.
SALES oriented students wanted.
Industrious, active, to develop sales
organization for S.F. Chronicle and

college. Fluent in Spanish For more

cultures. Call 374.9914

MUSTANG 302 3 spd , wags.
W1, gauges Runs good (needs
MG, thud sell. 111,500 or bet offer
all Dade at 2944330.

stitches. White Ilea collar

prefessienal 11Y11
ing. Eeplrieuced Reasonable rates

EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE

TYPING by Kathy Professional and
experienced seiectric ii Call 911.4

ulacture a complete line of quality
at SJSU. Female.
Hymalayan. Looks like choc. et
and
shaved
Stomach
Siamese.

FAST, accurate,

BERKELEY Typing Agency Pio
If$110nal services. reaSOnable raid s
Open 10-S. he F Call 380-070401 stop
by 414 E. William Street. Suite 10
(between 9th and tom sheets /

PROFESSIONAL editing. Thositt
dissertations. etc. Reasonable. Call
Ms. Berneli at 274.7011.

of equipment. Good Price available
on lust bout EVERYTHING. cor
rect, honest information given on
performance. quality, etc. We man.

CAT

Rea

Call Janet at 265

rates. Call 269 1574

COUNTS on over 250 motor brands

Lost and Found

CA

missionspaid in advance. 5 hour day.
Will train. Call 846-1521.

ISES HAS ITI
SAVE THIS AD!!!

LOST:

NEED A TYPIST’ 1111 kinds of lye
mg done on an IBM Correcting Se
Reasonable Rates Call
II

W ale

sonlible rOleil. Call Goldie at 262 0445
can, before 10 p.m., or wknds

TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc.
Experienced and fast Reasonable

Before you purchase any hill, car
TV, recorder or recording
tape, check with us for BIG DIS

E ASY extra income: ssoe to 51,000
9Oaranteed stuffing envelopes Send
sell addressed, stamped envelope
TO
DEXTER
ENTERPRISES,

1 .in..6 p.m.

obtained at the meeting.

to Own your own company or coy
aeration? If you are really serious,
there’s no time like the rrrrr n1 to

WOMEN!

American,

concerning the May 10-11 -Russian
River CanOe Trip" May also be

WANTED: Want 10 001
rich quiCk? Mow hard are you
willing to work Or it? Ever wanted

AUDIO

cruisers,

here for details. Only one month lett

dition,

SMWFS, 10 to 10 Ask tor KEN. Look

formation, send 13 to Alex, Box
2460 14090 Sabado Trde, No. 31,
Goleta, CA93018.

summer.
Casinos,

rafting, etc. Send 1.4.95 for application, information and referrals
to LAKEWORLD 20, Box 60129, 2535
Watt Avenue. Sacramento, CA

the
of

in

JOBS!

$1.600
to
0,100
Per
Thousands
needed.
restaurants,
ranches,

Dance is finally here! Sunday. May
4, from 4 II at Coyote Ranch. Look

to a
Aes

For

WOMEN!

JOBS!
Sailing

SKI CLUB is electing new officers on
Thursday. May 8 at 7:30 P.m. in
Engineering 132
make yourself
heard!
Sign up now! The Barn

door ins tOil days! Call 255-$550 for

to A.E. for the widest selection of the
highest fidelity at the lowest price,

op) to teach,
Tennis, Crafts,

9911-2416 or 214-4114.

rhe
Fhe

1629.

Foothills, Call 111.1050 before 2.

listings

interview
required. Call (209111474269.

Council Chambers, Lesbian Caucus
meets 7:30 p.m. Wednesdays in the
Center.

S95/mo. Call Scott

ulacturers wrranty. JO day defer five exchange, with optional 5 year
parts AND labor. Shipped direct
Irons wholesale distributors to your

ideas and rent 3 beim, house in E.

employer

Sonora,

opportunity to meet, learn about
themselves and each other and
relevant social issues. We meet, at
p.m. every ThOrs
in the S.U.

Women’s

near SJSU.
or female.

ed ranch vamp, June IS to Aug. 30
Salary
plus
room
and
beard.
Located
between
Oakdale
and

7581.

CS

ROOMS FOR RENT
Summer only. Male

horseback
riding
instructors,
general counselors and kitchen ssistants. Nonsmoking. 4,0001cr co

re

and games. Ali items new in
factory sealed cartons with full man.

1940

RADIO time sales. Sell tor top
stations in California. Join a last
growing, dynamic organnation with
12 years experience. Top con,

opportunities for the 405. Contact
Jim at 3114014 for more info.

cam

Near SJSIJ. Nonsmoker. Call 211
802.

complete price quotes or more into.

FREE TICKETS: Hear millionaire
who’s income is in top 1 percent of
U.S. discuss the 3 best busiwss

Beerrnekers Pub, next door to the

St

CLEAN, quiet, turn. 1 berm, apt.
$261 plus deposit. All utilities paid.

able and accessories for the car,
home. stage or studio Also, TV’s,
proiection systems, Yoleo recorder/

Nearly

HARD WORKING black artist swim
together sister to share creative

friends will insist in coming to
YOUR pad an the future. After all,
where can they gel a European type
malt beer with $ percent Icohol and

Is

or 3254/92.

’’MUSIC and MONEY LOVERS!.
Get the bet lor less from AC AU
010 ENTERPRISES is SJSU’s corn
plete consumer electronics buying
service, with nearly 300 brands of
stereo components, compacts, port

JOSS IN ALASKA Summer or year
round
Good pay
MOO to 52,000
monthly All fields parks, fisheries,
teaching, oil industry and more!

90007

store.

Ir

B USBOY/WAITER positions open
E xperience r
, will train
Call 377 9654 alter 3 P.m.

Whittier, CA 90601.

on Friday nights from 7 to 10,0 the

Is

salary is 53.78 plus mileage. Alter 4
months, $4.30. Call 1114570.

ingredients make EVERY customer
a success EVERY TIME. Your

not have to 00 00 to buy it. We’ll
gave you individual instruction, or
lust be happy to rap more with you

A

developmentally

GOOD MON. IBM Sittlectric

CONN and Gary 95/4792

1113.

WORK

Sew

440 115.1

5 berm
house. South San Jose 5150/mo.
plus 1/2 utilities. fail St,. at 570

finished
Spectacular Santa Cruz
mountain home for two Call 277 2411

IBM

NG

in

SUMMER

with

reasonable,

Inc. Call 11541188.

Stereo
needed

8/84215, collect.

disabled 1 to 1 in homes en weekende
for
nonprofit agency.
Possible
Starting
credit.
Car necessary.

Center is Open this semestes, Wed.,
II a in. to 2 p.m. and Se and Soc.
10 a.m
to 4 pm
We collect

across

,

Fitzgerald or J.L. MacLean at 13141

MEMMMIM

STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
of your mouth and save medal, 900 Enroll now!! Information at A.S.
Office, or call 371 4011.

We’re

cooks

FAST, accurate typingyeelatrng on
Sete rrrrr it Theses.etc Words Un
limited. Call Valet 9649143

PROFESSIONAL exp. typist. Fast.

O NORM Ws apt near campus for

SUMMER lobs Eulipia Restaurant
is now hiring lunch and dinner wait
busboys,

1980

7

’69 FIAT 174 Sport Coupe Class,
Leeks and runs great must sell!

For Sale

batteries

Mu y 9

Deenhno, two days pram to foible atom
Consecutive publ.ratarin (10I04 0010
No refunds tin I Alli P. p 1

I.

!me!

May 9, 1980

Fans warned on parking
by Brian Wirth
Those parking in designated Spartan City parking
spaces tomorrow night without parking permits on their
cars may find them towed away, according to University
Police supervisor Ed Nemetz.
This includes cars belonging to Spartan City residents
without visible parking permits.
"We have received numerous complaints from
Spartan City residents about people attending San Jose
Earthquakes games and parking in their designated
parking spaces," Nemetz said. "The residents are really
upset that people are parking in their spots."
However, Nemetz said, "if Spartan City residents
don’t have their parking permits on their cars, even if
they’re parked in the right spots, we’ll have them towed
away with everyone else."
This Saturday evening, the Earthquakes will play the
New England Tea Men, and are expecting about 12,000

people to view the game.
Nemetz said University Police will be in attendance at
the game and will cite cars parked in the Spartan City
parking spaces which have no parking permit displayed
The citation would cost five dollars and "the car will be
towed away," he said. "We can’t tow away a car unless
we have cited it."
Nemetz said the towing away of cars at the Ear
thquake game will be handled by Schaller Towing, located
at Second and Julian streets. The towed cars would be left
at a storage yard at the same location.
The cost to recover a towed car would be $30 at the
owner’s expense, he added.
"Earthquake soccer fans have consistently ignored
the ’Authorized Parking Only’ signs, which were initially
posted to insure resident of Spartan City an adequate
number of spaces to park their cars in," he said. "But
they won’t park there this weekend."

Students perform Sunday
Nine student soloists
will be featured Sunday
when the SJSU Symphony
Orchestra performs in the
campus Concert Hall,
Music Building 176, at 3:30
p.m.
The 60-member orchestra is conducted by
Joyce Johnson -Hamilton,
SJSU music professor and
principal trumpet with the
San Jose Symphony. Admission is free.
The concert will open
with Bernstien’s "Overture
to Candide" and conlude
with six pieces featuring
the music student soloists.
Timothy Beswick, a
senior, will play violin on
by Parncta Hernandez
Vitali’s "Ciaconna for
The SJSU lbo-Lele Troupe. African -Caribbean student dance team.
Violin and Orchestra," and
by Nancy Novo for the Spartan Daily
junior Julie Johnson will be
Student soloists will perform Sunday.
the flutist on Mozart’s
"Flute Concerto in gMarimba player Peter Bergantz will be assistant event."
Major."
on
the
The symphony orSchumann’s
"Kon- Delevoryas, a senior, will conductor
chestra concludes the
certstuck for Four Horns perform for "Concertino Schumann piece.
next
spring
season
and
Orchestra"
will for Marimba and OrThe soloists were
Thursday at Wilcox High
feature horn soloists chestra" by Creston.
MacDonald said.
by Ron Regalia
selected in auditions held
The concert concludes last February, Johnson- School in Santa Clara. The
Christopher Nails, Ana
The troupe is open to all students and auditions are
The SJSU lbo-Lele Troupe, a touring student group
concert beings at 8 p.m.
senior
trumpet
Evans, Scott Hartman and with
specializing in African and Caribbean dances, performs held each fall, she said. Members receive one unit of
Hamilton said.
and admission is free.
William Adcock perStewart Clark.
at 8 tonight in the campus dance Studio, Physical Special Projects in Dance credit, she added.
David
Celloist
Johnson hopes the
Sophomore
Aleta forming on Hummel’s
Proficiency in several styles of dance, including Jazz,
Education and Recreation Building 262.
Barnhart will play bassoon "Trumpet Concerto in E- student soloist concert, Kadaraugh, an SJSU music
she said.
Admission to the troupe’s last concert of the spring African and Haitian, is the only prerequisite,
never before held at SJSU, lecturer will be the
on Vivaldi’s "Bassoon
Flat."
MacDonald has taught at SJSU 13 years and written
season in $2.
Gregory will become an "annual featured soloist.
Senior
Concerto for C minor."
The troupe is directed by Annette MacDonald, several publications on black dance.
associate professor of dance. It was created last
November from MacDonald’s Afro-Caribbean dance
class.
The troupe is the first of its kind at SJSU and the only
touring dance team, according to MacDonald.
Six dancers, four women and two men, and three
pyramid he’s "never seen so many honest people. They’re
school officials.
continued from page I
drummers comprise the group. With the exception of two
Many advocates of pyramids state that the money not out to hurt anybody. I know of one that split up and
Pyramids violate Section 327 of the California penal
drummers, all are SJSU students.
then came back together to help the other guys who
In addition to West African and Haitian dances, the code and are categorized as "endless chain" money transaction is "a gift."
"It is not a gift," Michaels said. The money the haven’t won anything."
concert will feature American jazz and Brazdian Samba schemes, he said.
participants exchange is "not given out of the goodness of
"Bob" is involved in a $1,000 pyramid and said that
The code states, "Every person who contrives,
pieces.
Part-time music instructor Dan Sahinovicti and Ills prepan..g gets up, proposes, or operates any endless chain your heart. You are expecting a return ( of money) for "Things are slow right now. There are some skeptics.
People have heard so much about them that they’re
Afro-Brazilian percussion ensemble a group of 11 student is guilty of a misdemeanor 16500 fine and six months in giving the money, and that’s where it’s a crime."
Michaels said participants would be prosecuted by getting a little suspicious."
jail ).
drummers, will perform with the troupe.
"As used in this section, an ’endless chain’ means any testimony of police officers who were at the meetings and
"Mary," an employee of a large drugstore chain, said
The troupe danced last December with the
scheme for the disposal or distribution of property actually saw the transactions take place.
that some pyramids are "dying" because "the area is
Smithsonian Institution’s "World of Haitian Painwhereby a participant pays a valuable consideration for
"I sure as hell would be angry if I found out that a saturated. All the people who want to get in are already
tings" national tour. The exhibit of Caribbean art was
the chance to recieve compensation for introducing one or police officer was involved in this," Michaels said in involved."
shown locally at the Triton Museum of Art in Santa Clara.
more additional persons into participation in the scheme response to possible police pyramid participation. "I
Mary is involved in a $200 pyramid but said she
The performance included an authentic Haitian or for the chance to receive compensation when a person
doesn’t think she is going to get her profit return.
wouldn’t hesitate to prosecute one."
voodoo ceremony and a series of dances based on Mac- introduced by the participant introduces a new par"It’s to slow right now," she said.
"Cops are the least of their ( participants) worries,"
Donald’s 1970 fieldsresearch in West Africa.
ticipant."
"It’s very exciting to get involved at the meeting,"
said "Myrtle" who recently attend a $100 pyramid
For Black History Month in February, the troupe
Chang said that when two or more people are in- meeting with 21 people involved. There were three she said. "But it’s also nerve-racking to see so much
performed at Santa Ana College and Cal -State Fullerton volved, the crime becomes a felony, which can mean a pyramid meetings in the same apartment complex, she money changing hands. It’s a feeling that this is conin Los Angeles and the Foundry School and John Muir "maximum three-year prison sentence.
trolling our lives."
said.
High School in San Jose.
Presently, there are attempts to bring several
"The cops are not concerned with $100 pyramids,"
The troupe also danced at the SJSU Dance Theatre ’80 criminal and civil cases to court in Alameda and Santa
Myrtle said. "What they’re after is the $1,000 and up
festival on April 10.
Cruz counties.
pyramids."
The troupe is self-supporting and charges a $50 fee for
Richard Michaels, deputy district attorney for
"Myrtle" had not gotten paid off yet because "the
local, off-campus performances, MacDonald said. The Alameda County,said the criminal cases are in "the early going is really slow right now.." She said the reason she
money is used for costumes and other expenses, she ad- stages. Right now, the ( participants ) have been arraigned
has not received compensation is because participants
ded.
and have been given notice to locate legal council to are not bringing in new participants, which must happen
’I’ he A.S. Program Board is sponsoring tonight’s represent them.
to perpetuate the pyramid.
concert, MacDonald said. The gate receipts will be used
"It may take a while,"Michaels said, "but I am
"Myrtle" said that at each pyramid party she has
for two dance study scholarships in the Caribbean this confident that we will be very successful in prosecuting attended, "pep talks" are given to recruit new parsummer, she added.
them."
ticipants. "You know, people are calling friends they
Expenses for the February trip to Southern California
Micheals would not elaborate on the details of the haven’t seen in years to get them involved," she added.
HAMILTON -MERIDIAN MED-DENTAL CEN TER
were handled by the colleges where the troupe performed, cases but noted that many of the persons involved are
"Bob," a supermarket checker, said that in his
(WILLOW GLEN)
1171 HAMILTON AVE
269.6260

Specialty --African dance

Troupe performs tonight

Jail may be pay-off for pyramids

Rot2 a id 67. ciao

spartaguide
SJSU Ibo-Lele dance
froupe will perform an
African and Caribbean
dancer Concert at 8 tonight
at the 1)ance Studio in
Physical Education
Recreation, room 262.
Admission is $2. For information, call Annette
MacDonald at 277-2449.

IEEE will have Robert
White of Xerox Research
Center speak on Advances
in Magnetics at 12:30 p.m.
today in the Engineering
Building, room 227.

Spartan Pub presents
jazz from 4 to 7 tonight. For
information, call Robert
Native
American Wilkenson at 293-3482.
Students presents "Native
American Awareness"
Pi Sigma Alpha will
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
have its annual banquet at
today. Movies will be
6 tonight at Harry’s Hofshown in the Engineering
brau, 320 Saratoga Ave. in
Building. room 153, and
San Jose. For tickets and
speakers will lecture in information call Peter
room 132. For information,
Antonell at 998-5620 or
call Alan Leventhal at 277- Vicki Thurman at 983-8361.
2533.

The San Jose State
Office of Isalinic Affairs
will hold a Students Award
banquet from 6 to II tonight
in the S.U. Ballroom.
Donations are $10 to $30.
For information call Balal
Muhammad at 274-7506.

Alpha Pi Sigma is
having a Career Day from
8 a.m. to 3 p.m. today at
MacQuarrie Hall, 5th floor.
For information, call Bill
May at 14151 443-2962.
Sigma Alpha Mu’s
having an open party at 9

tonight at 332. S. Eleventh
St. For information, call
Mike at 279-9369.
Executive Council of
Business Students will
have the School Of
Business third Annual
Spring Picnic from 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m. tomorrow at Oak
Meadow Park in Los Gatos.
is
information
More
available in the Business
Classrooms, room 316.
Vietnamese Students
Association is having a

STUPID

Vietnamese Cultural Night
and
Martial
Arts
Demonstration at 7:30 p.m.
tomorr,.. at Morris Dailey
Auditorium. For information, call 293-6504 or
277-8400.

Human Performance
Majors Club will meet at
2:30 p.m. Monday at the
picnic area outside the
Women’s Gym. For information, call Erlinda
Tulioc at 275-8299.

Student Health Serice
will have Free Blood
Pressure Screening from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday at
the ground floor of the
Student Union. For information, call Oscar
Battle at 277-2222 or 2773622.

Photography Workshop
112-SJSU
Photography Department

Prepare for the 50’s

STUDY LAW
In
San Francisco San Jose
Evening Classes
Leading to L.L.B. JD. State
Bar Exam

THE LAW SCHOOL
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY
Francisco,
281 Maionlc Avrno

Son

(415) 221-1212

CA 94118

The
Only
SURE BET
For A Clean Car

ASTOR’S
AUTO
WASH

Wash 7Sr
Wax SOr
Veer 25404
732 S. 1 V St.
(Near Virginia)
804 Lincoln Ave.

ALWAYS OPEN

will have a Photographic
Exhibition from May 14
through June 1, at the Olive
Hyde Community Center,
123 Washington Blvd. in
Fremont. For information
call Prof. Charles Sanders
at 277-3219.

Its stupid to pay more when we)) make high
quality Xerox copies for you for only 46
And 3’A overnight.
And we reproduce dissertations on thesis
quality cotton rag for only 86.
No minimums

KIN KO’S COPIES

481 E SAN CARLOS ST
(408) 295.551i
123 SO THIRD ST (408) 295-4336

BUSINESS MAJORS
Satisfy the requirements of
your minor with 18 units of

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Chinese-French -German-Portuguese Hebrew-Italian-Japanese -Russian Spanish -Greek-Latin

Enhance your prospects for
overseas and executive positions.
For assistance, contact the Department of
Foreign Languages, Bldg. N, 7th &San Carlos
Streets. 277-2576
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